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Sometimes, advancement does not work in your favor and you choose to return back to your
previous email application as if offered all facilities with simplicity. Before Outlook 2011, Entourage
used to rule MAC OS and proves to be an extraordinary email application for many years. Now, due
to some reasons, if you do not find Outlook 2011 suitable for you and want to move back to
Entourage, the one question that must be wandering in your mind must be how to import OLM to
MAC old Outlook efficiently as OLM file database cannot be read in Entourage. Outlook 2011
migration to Apple Mail can be made possible by exporting Apple Mail OLM to MBOX as MBOX is a
format of file that increases readability of emails in different email platforms.

How to Import OLM to MAC Old Outlook? There are two methods to transfer MAC OLM to Apple
Mail. One is the manual method of conversion and second is the use of third party software.
Between these two modes of conversion, the safest one and the one that ensures perfect
conversion is the external solutions. Extraneous software offers assurance that there will be no
harm to the integrity of database and moreover qualitative conversion will be carried out.

Consider a Scenario: Suppose Entourage is being used by all the employees of your organization
from a long time and they find it comfortable and capable to fulfill their needs. Being an
administrator, you find features of Outlook 2011 more pleasing and you employed it. Now for
sharing any information with the employees, you need to need to transfer OLM file to Entourage file
format first to make the orders and info readable. If you try to perform this task manually, obviously,
it will take a lot of time. Therefore, employing a tool that can convert OLM to MBOX can help.  

Related Scenario 2: If you have shaken hands with a company that uses old MAC Outlook and you
company uses Outlook 2011, then in order to send or share any info, you need to
(http://www.convertolmtombox.n.nu/) Convert OLM to MBOX.

Tool that Supports Best OLM to MBOX Conversion: To get an answer for your query as how to
import OLM to MAC old Outlook, you can entrust OLM to MBOX Converter that offers simplest and
perfect way to convert Outlook 2011 OLM emails to Entourage.
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Jenysmithit - About Author:
Easy and advanced solutions in domains like data recovery, PST management, password removal,
email migration and many more is the forte of this company. With its a OLM to Entourage Converter,
it has provided an authentic answer to the users as a how to import OLM to MAC old Outlook.
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